SUBJECT: Get Unstuck and Recover Your Zest for Living in 30 Days or Less... Even if you're totally
wrung out
Starting Friday, I'm doing a FREE 3-part mini-training...
It will be on how you can recover your sense of purpose and renew your motivation for living... no
matter how worn out or defeated you feel today.
This material is ideal for mothers who've been drained by years of child rearing responsibilities... as
well as others who have become numb from pushing themselves through the daily grind.
What I have to share involves the same approach I used to rediscover my own place in life after years
of raising six boys and serving as a pastor's wife.
And the best part?
The process I'll describe is...
- Gentle
- Effective
- Fast
- And incredibly liberating
It's true!
And those who have gone through this process with me already are experiencing a lot of joy because of
it!!
The approach uses the unique and powerful properties of essential oils that... in some cases... can bring
about dramatic results in just ONE day.
What's more, this process works no matter what kind of baggage you're dealing with... even if it's hard
for you to identify... and even if you've been carrying it for years.
Also note...
The training won’t be super elaborate either. That means no 45-min long videos. No webinars… or
anything time-consuming like that.
I plan to give you simple mini-lessons you can read in less than 5 minutes each… and consume when
it’s convenient for you.
Basically, I want to give you JUST the information you need to see how possible it is for you to
embrace a new sense of purpose and enthusiasm for living... through an amazing technique that uses
essential oils.
Sound good?
Then sign up here for the special set of emails I'll be sending out to deliver the training.

FREE MINI-TRAINING
Here’s a little taste of what I plan to share:
> The 2 secrets of being free to live your purpose
> The 5 lies that keep women stuck
> Why getting unstuck can be closer than you think
> The amazing technique that can take you from where you are to where you want to be
> And a bunch more
Again, if you’re interested in getting the training, be sure and sign-up for the short series of 3 emails I'll
be sending.
Go here to get on the list:
FREE MINI-TRAINING
For Your Best Life,
Laura
P.S. At the end of the training, I will be offering you a place in my paid program where I work with you
one-on-one. You can order it if it seems like a good fit… but you're welcome to go through the training
either way!

